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OMNI Legal is a next generation legal business platform, built from the ground up on artificial intelligence 
technology. The barriers to legal AI adoption have been shattered through Omni Legal’s intuitive workflow, 
embedded decision making, and machine smart integration of day to day functions.  Legal teams can now 
seamlessly harness AI content from research, discovery, contract, drafting, and many other predictive tools.

OVERVIEW

Deep data integration 
that fuels AI processing

Agile process design that 
powers customizable 

workflows

Smart conditions that 
automate team progress

AI pattern recognition that 
drives best practices 

development

Outcome prediction that 
improves efficiency and 

reduces bottlenecks

Collaborative client portal 
that improves 
engagement

LEGAL PRACTICE FEATURES
üAgile Workflow
üPeople Management
üSection Management
üMatter Management
üTask Management
üFile Management
üCalendar Integration
üEmail Integration
üCommunication Management
üFinancial Management
üLegal Analytics

omnilegal.co @SherryAskin omni-legal-ai

TECHNOLOGY DETAILS 

COME SEE US AT
ABA TECHSHOW BOOTH 829
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√ Available at ABA Techshow 2019, please visit us for a demonstration

https://www.omnilegal.co/
http://www.linkedin.com/company/omni-legal-ai


For Immediate Release
Contact: Sherry Askin, President, Omni Software Systems  omnilegal.co
ABA Techshow onsite: Booth 829, sherryaskin@omnisw.com, 770-280-9980

OMNI Software Systems announces broad availability of their next generation 
Artificial Intelligence Omni Legal Platform at the ABA Techshow

ALPHARETTA, GA – February 27, 2019 – OMNI Software Systems, a technology firm specialized in artificial 
intelligence technologies for the legal industry, will open the Beta release of the OMNI Legal Platform to the 
public following the ABA Techshow in Chicago on February 27, 2019.  Attendees will have the chance to be 
among the first to join this exclusive AI empowered community.  Commercial availability will be announced 
later this year.  

Omni Legal raises the bar.  Imagine training your software to recognize and predict patterns that improve 
client engagement or streamline the workflow of your legal team.  How about software that learns to 
delegate tasks to itself?  With AI fueled technology, this is only the tip of the iceberg.

“Smart phones predict text and correct spelling.  Email programs recognize contacts, compose messages, 
and recommend meetings.  Legal AI tools consume millions of documents, analyze legal terms and 
arguments, and even predict future court decisions with previously unimaginable accuracy,” said Sherry 
Askin, President of Omni Software Systems.  “Attorneys can now harness the world altering AI technologies 
fueling giants like Amazon and Google, without breaking the bank on technology investment.”

This announcement provides broad access to a legal platform that is finally able to: 

• Capture and analyze vast amounts of client and matter data

• Recognize patterns and identify best practices

• Predict outcomes to guide decisions

• Learn through experience and human direction

The intuitive interface and agile workflow make it easy for legal teams to begin training the Omni Legal 
Decision Engine from day 1.   The rich functionality promoting machine and human collaboration in this
broadly available Beta release includes People, Sections, Matters, and Tasks modules.  This release of the 
Omni Legal platform also seamlessly orchestrates client engagements through powerful role based 
permission management across legal teams, clients, and outside vendors.

For media inquiries or to learn more about OMNI Legal, please stop by booth #829 at the ABA Techshow,  
contact Sherry Askin at sherryaskin@omnisw.com or call 770.280.9980.   

About OMNI Software Systems
OMNI Software Systems is a technology firm that specializes in providing artificial intelligence capabilities to 
improve business process and outcomes. OMNI Legal is their cutting-edge AI platform, serving the legal 
industry.  This new technology is raising the bar on practice management and delivering powerful artificial 
intelligence to the legal process. To learn more, please visit omnilegal.co. 
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SCHEDULE SHERRY 

SHERRY ASKIN 
I help Attorneys Hire Artificial 

Intelligence

I am a passionate believer in the power of technology 
and artificial intelligence, particularly for industries 
that depend on detail and precision.  That’s why I 
now lead OMNI Software Systems - a technology firm 
that specializes in providing artificial intelligence 
capabilities to the legal industry.  

In this role I speak to associations, attorneys, legal 
teams, and investors about the power of AI in the 
legal workplace.  More specifically, I provide practical 
examples of how latest generation AI technologies 
can:

• Analyze vast amounts of data in real time
• Recognize patterns and identify best practices
• Predict outcomes to guide decisions
• Learn through experience and human direction

Omni Legal technology taps this immense analytic, 
recognition, prediction, and learning power -
applying it to both the content and process of legal 
practice.  

Imagine training your Legal AI platform to optimize 
your legal analysis, while efficiently orchestrating all 
client matters and practice business.  

If you are ready to join forces, AI is for hire! 

@SherryAskinwww.linkedin.com/in/sherryaskin
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SCHEDULE SHERRY 

SHERRY ASKIN 

After receiving her degree in Optical Engineering, Sherry 
designed and marketed laser systems for a wide variety of 
commercial and scientific applications. Through her early 
quests to make cool technology something we couldn’t live 
without, she helped to introduce the world to laser systems 
for communication, music and data recording, bar code 
scanning, and even smoke detection (that one was in outer 
space… who knows, her lasers may still be in orbit on the 
Space Station).

Sherry sharpened her focus on the paradigm shift information 
technology was about to cause by joining IBM, just as the 
internet entered our daily lives.  She led small teams and large 
organizations, building complex IT solutions and driving 
channel strategies across the Americas, Europe, Asia, and 
Africa.  She received numerous awards, while championing IT 
solution initiatives from cloud computing to IBM Watson.

She coupled her rich experiences with her passion to make technology work for us when she 
launched Omni Software Systems.  

Soon after launch, the Omni team began developing an artificial intelligence platform, called 
OMNI Legal, that will once again introduce a major technology upgrade to daily work life.  Omni 
Legal offers attorneys the first comprehensive approach to machine/human collaboration, with 
a system that accelerates analysis, helps develop content, guides their practice, and literally 
learns as business grows.
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SCHEDULE SHERRY 

• State of Legal Artificial Intelligence – Trends & Impact 

• Hiring and Managing Legal Artificial Intelligence

• Artificial Intelligence and Robotics in Law

• Legal Analytics – Why is it critical to your future?

• Data Science Principles in the Workplace

SHERRY ASKIN 
SPEAKING TOPICS 


